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Villa Holidays



Find Extraordinary
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30+ Guests 






Number of guests



Just a few of us
Friends, family & neighbours!
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Up to 25% off Spring Stays



Spring is in the air! Find the perfect excuse for a pre-summer stay. View offers here >>
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France

Dordogne, Côte d'Azur, Loire Valley & more...
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UK & Ireland

Cotswolds, Scotland, Cornwall & more...
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Italy

Tuscany, Puglia, Sicily & more...
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Spain

Mallorca, Costa Blanca, Costa Brava & more...
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Portugal

Algarve, Lisbon, Madeira & more...
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Greece

Corfu, Crete, Rhodes & more...
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Croatia

Istria, Dalmatia, Dubrovnik & more...
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Turkey

Kalkan, Akyaka, Islamlar & more...
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All Destinations

Bali, Cyprus, Caribbean & more...


















We only list the top 2% of holiday homes


Our team of experts have tirelessly reviewed over 100,000 holiday homes –  only selecting the very best 










BEST PRICE GUARANTEE




Luxury villas at an average price of just £49/person/night, and we guarantee that you won't find them cheaper 












HAPPY CUSTOMERS




We send over 100,000 travellers every year 






★★★★★

4.6/5



Read all our latest reviews
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A luxury Villa Holiday for less than £39/night?




Did you know?

More than half our properties are available for less than £39/person/night





Best Price Guarantee

Because we work directly with the owners, you won't find our properties cheaper anywhere elsewhere - we guarantee it.




GOT IT!
















OUR VILLA HOLIDAYS



We like ours with a twist. No, we don’t mean our cocktail order; we mean our villa holidays. You’re not ordinary, so why should your holiday be? Private villa holidays with Oliver’s Travels are all about the extraordinary, especially when it comes to our collection of villas and chateaux. Quirky, stylish and full of character, our villas for rent have been handpicked by our knowledgeable destination experts who are the best in the business. So one year you could be in a medieval castle, and the next you could be soaking up the sun on your very own private island. And if you need a hand choosing yours, our concierge team is here to help. 

Now, where’s that cocktail…
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Villas with pools



Splash out on a villa holiday!
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Villas near villages



Explore the local life on foot.
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Romantic villas



A pool with a view for just you two.
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Ideal for Kids



Ideal for families with children of all ages. 
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Top Villa Holidays for 2024



Make your next holiday one to remember with these trending destinations for 2024.
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Beach Villas



Less than 15 mins to the beach.
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Villas for Large Groups



Perfect villa holidays for large groups.
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Wellness Collection



For some much-needed me-time.
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Quirky Villas



Villas full of character for something a little bit different!
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Sustainable Villa Collection



 Happy planet, happy holiday. 

















Recently Viewed Villas


See all my recently viewed properties
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Like it?  Add to favourites to compare and share
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Like it?  Add to favourites to compare and share
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Like it?  Add to favourites to compare and share

















































Start your Journey
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Free Concierge Service




No time to browse? Just fill in this simple form and our expert team will send you a shortlist and help you tailor your holiday to the last detail.
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Oliver Recommends




Want to know where we'd go if it was our money? Simply put, these are the most stunning & best value luxury villas you could hope to find.
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Holiday Inspiration




To showcase the multitude of experiences we offer, we've grouped together our most popular villa collections to get your search started. 
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Stunning locations around the world

Our Villa Holiday Destinations







Britain & Ireland
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Britain & Ireland


656 Villas





France
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France


1213 Villas





Spain
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Spain


1615 Villas





Portugal
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Portugal


784 Villas





Canary Islands
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Canary Islands


229 Villas





Ski
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Ski


685 Villas





Croatia
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Croatia


927 Villas





Greece
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Greece


942 Villas





Cyprus
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Cyprus


153 Villas





Italy
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Italy


1270 Villas





Malta & Gozo
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Malta & Gozo


31 Villas





Morocco
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Morocco


115 Villas





Scotland
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Scotland


85 Villas





Ireland
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Ireland


14 Villas





Wales
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Wales


66 Villas





Dordogne
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Dordogne


170 Villas





French Riviera (Cote D'Azur)
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French Riviera (Cote D'Azur)


249 Villas





Sicily
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Sicily


182 Villas





Ibiza
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Ibiza


206 Villas





Menorca
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Menorca


137 Villas





Mallorca
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Mallorca


394 Villas





Corfu
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Corfu


118 Villas





Crete
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Crete


219 Villas





Caribbean
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Caribbean


409 Villas





Bali
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Bali


73 Villas





Turkey
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Turkey


254 Villas





Corsica
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Corsica


46 Villas





Sardinia
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Sardinia


53 Villas





Puglia
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Puglia


203 Villas





Algarve
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Algarve


353 Villas
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Madeira
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Madeira


112 Villas





Thailand
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Thailand


388 Villas





Montenegro
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Montenegro


61 Villas
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Stunning locations around the world

Our Villa Holiday Destinations












VILLA HOLIDAYS WITH OLIVER'S TRAVELS

Our love affair with villa holidays first began in 2003 when Co-Founders Oliver and Ravi spent a week at a crumbling chateau in the Dordogne with a group of their closest friends. As fate would have it, that holiday was the start of something special. It was the beginning of Oliver’s Travels. 

Our hand-picked villas, chateaux and holiday homes are located across the top holiday destinations – with new regions launching every year. You can learn more about how we hand-pick our properties. 

With a villa holiday, you’ll be free from the constraints of staying in a hotel; there will be no more staring at the same four walls or waking up at the crack of dawn to bag a sun lounger. A self-catering villa holiday opens up a whole realm of new possibilities; enjoying your own private pool, modern kitchens that were made to be used and enjoyed (if not by you, by our incredible chefs!); terraces with panoramic views and gardens where the kids can be kids without the disapproving looks. Exclusivity, privacy and space unlike any other accommodation - it’s the holiday dream come true. And also ideal for large groups! 

Before deciding on the where to rent a villa, it’s important to consider what you want from your villa holiday. Is it to relax around the pool, dining al-fresco with a spot of sightseeing? Or you are looking for an action-packed trip? Whatever you decide, it’s a good idea to put your requirements at the forefront when discussing with the travel experts in our Concierge team who are the best in the business and have countless awards to match. Trust us, we'll find you the perfect villa holiday to surpass your expectations.  

And the best part? Once you book a villa holiday, the service doesn't stop there. Our Free Concierge Service means you'll be in good hands to arrange catering & fridge stocking, housekeeping, childcare, tours & activities and so much more, to make your stay truly extraordinary.  

Discover more about Oliver's Travels and the benefits of booking with us.
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Get inspired



Read our blog for expert travel advice and ideas












Free Concierge Service

Let us know how your dream holiday looks like and we'll:
	Shortlist the best villas for rent
	Help you organise catering and other extras
	Be there every step of the way, so you can feel secure and supported throughtout your holiday planning. Find our more >
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THE INSTA COLLECTION









Recent Awards
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As featured in
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Contact Oliver's Travels
0333 888 0205 
+ 1 713 332 6956 
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Agents
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Traveller Login


Join









Existing User 




New User 









Sorry, we couldn't find your account or your password is incorrect. Please try again, or follow the steps to reset your password. 


You already have a pending account with Oliver's Travels, to login please complete your registration here. 





Enter your email address: *




Password: *



Forgotten your password? Click here.


Are you an owner? Login here.



Sign In

Loading...














Enter your email address: *







Mobile Phone *










Password: *







Confirm password: *










Title: *
Please select
Mr
Mrs
Miss
Ms
Dr








First name: *







Surname: *











I agree to the terms and conditions *











From time to time we'd like to send you exclusive offers, holiday inspo and exciting new destination launches. You can easily unsubscribe at any time, and we will never share or sell your personal information.*



Of course, send me some wanderlust! 




No thanks, holidays are a bore. 




Our Privacy Policy












Sign Up

Loading...
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Add to favourites


	Keep track of the properties you like
	Share shortlists with your party











Existing User 




New User 











Sorry, we couldn't find your account or your password is incorrect. Please try again, or follow the steps to reset your password. 


You already have a pending account with Oliver's Travels, to login please complete your registration here. 





Enter your email address: *




Password: *



Forgotten your password? Click here.




Sign In

Loading...













Enter your email address: *




Password: *





I agree to the terms and conditions *






Sign Up

Loading...









Step 2 of 2


To create your account we just need to know who we are talking to






First name: *







Surname: *








From time to time we'd like to send you exclusive offers, holiday inspo and exciting new destination launches. You can easily unsubscribe at any time, and we will never share or sell your personal information.*



Of course, send me some wanderlust! 




No thanks, holidays are a bore. 


Our Privacy Policy















Complete Signup

Loading...
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Contact Us

Tel: 0333 888 0205 
Tel: + 1 713 332 6956 



Error. Please try again.


Thank you for your enquiry! Our team will get back to you shortly with a few options that we think will be perfect for you.

In the meantime, if you have any questions or just feel like having a chat, please drop us a line on 0333 888 0205 or +44 (0)333 888 0205. 


Close



What does your perfect holiday look like? 

Do you see four-poster beds and infinity pools or muddy boots and heart-warming grub? Whatever your vision, share it with us and we’ll make sure your holiday fits you like a glove (or a pair of Gucci slippers).






Name: *




Your Email Address: *





Phone Number:*




Party Size: *







Where?: *




When?: *




Budget: *










Details: *











From time to time we'd like to send you exclusive offers, holiday inspo and exciting new destination launches. You can easily unsubscribe at any time, and we will never share or sell your personal information.*





Of course, send me some wanderlust! 




 No thanks, holidays are a bore. 




Our Privacy Policy














Send message

Sending...
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Privacy
Terms
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Your Personal Wedding Consultant

Tel: 0333 888 0205





Our team of wedding consultants are here to help! Whether you are looking for a traditional Chateau in France, a rustic and romantic Farmhouse in Italy or a good old-fashioned Grand Manor Estate in the English countryside, our team will help you find the right one for you. Although personalised and bespoke, this service is also complimentary. Give our specialists a call today or fill in the form below and they will get back to you! 



Error. Please try again.


Thank you for your enquiry! Our team will get back to you shortly with a few options that we think will be perfect for you.

In the meantime, if you have any questions or just feel like having a chat, please drop us a line on 0333 888 0205 or +44 (0)333 888 0205. 


Close








Name: *




Your Email Address: *




Phone Number:*




Party Size: *







Where?: *




When?: *




Budget *







Tell us about your plans*











From time to time we'd like to send you exclusive offers, holiday inspo and exciting new destination launches. You can easily unsubscribe at any time, and we will never share or sell your personal information.*





Of course, send me some wanderlust! 




No thanks, holidays are a bore. 




Please also consult the privacy policy.















Send message


protected by reCAPTCHA

Privacy
Terms
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Oliver's Charter




Hand-Picked by Our Destination Experts

They have all lived in the country that they look after. And with an average of over 15 years' experience in their area, our Destination Experts have the ultimate insider secrets. 

Oliver's Seal of Approval

We ensure every house meets the 10 demands on the 'Oliver's Essential Checklist'. From WiFi and hot tubs to the less tangible 'unique characteristics', only 2% make the cut.

Outstanding Quality & Value

Quality and character nab the top spot when it comes to adding to our portfolio, but great value for money is a close second, with all our villas going through a thorough competitive analysis.




GOT IT!
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